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Reef Guardian is a Non-government organization that given mandate by the State 

Government of Sabah to manage Sugud Islands Marine Conservation Area 

(SIMCA) in Sulu Sea.  
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Executive Summary 
 
 
Presented herein is the SIMCA Annual Report 2009. Reef Guardian program 

consists of four main components which are marine conservation, environmental 

conservation, marine enforcement, education & outreach and ecotourism. This 

report comprised summary of programmes and works from January to December 

2009.  

 

Total sea turtle nesting recorded 418 nests in 2009. It is the highest total nesting 

compared past few years. Out of total 93% were from green turtle. Only 30 

hawksbill turtle nests were recorded in it was lesser than what had recorded in 

2008.  

 

Reef Guardian invited Reef Check general manager Julian Hyde and Ms Helen 

Brunt from Marine Conservation Society to conduct a Reef Check training to staff. 

After the training, Reef Check methodology was applies to survey all the resource 

units around Lankayan. Reef Check results showing that the coral cover are 

generally fair around Lankayan, and  commercial fish such as grouper and snapper 

were good. 

 

In 2009, illegal fishing within SIMCA reported low. Total of 184 sea patrol 

conducted and 3 illegal fishing boats were prosecuted. In the day, there were almost 

no fishing recorded within SIMCA, however at night time fishing activity can be 

detected by radar system near to SIMCA border at south west of Lankayan Island. 

Radar system have been operated since August 2009, 80% of the staff were training 

to operate the system.  

 

Reef Guardian was presenting a poster at Smithsonian Natural History Museum at 

Washington D.C USA in June 2009. The poster was presented in the special pre-

symposium event under the ocean success story.  

 

In 2009, Reef Guardian received US$60,400 from Conservation International 

Philippines for the project title “Expansion of the enforcement and sea turtle 

monitoring in the Sugud Islands Marine Conservation Area (SIMCA)”. The project 

had invested one new patrol boat and one radar system to be installed at Billean. 

The project outcome also included a  SIMCA 5-year action plan that serve as 

guideline for Reef Guardian to leverage fund on focus activities to achieve 

conservation goal and objectives.  

   

   

 

 

 


